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In the past few weeks, the topic of freedom has been on our minds
more than usual. Moving freely within and outside national borders
was no longer a matter of course, but rather a matter of freedom.
In the past few weeks, the topic of
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but rather a matter of freedom.

due to the constant changing entry regulations.

Freedom was suddenly limited
and freedom for many people
was only under certain conditions.
Many things do not make sense
such as the recent ordeal of Matthias being stuck in Switzerland

For many victims of human trafficking, however, this is not the case.
In the clutches of forced prostitution, they lose all self-determination. They are trapped in a spiral
of codependency and debts. Of-

But one thing remained, the right
to control our bodies, without having to pay with our dignity.

In the clutches of
forced prostitution,
they lose all selfdetermination.
They are trapped
in a spiral of
codependency
and debts.

ten the mountains are so high that
they simply see no way out and
leaving the industry is impossible
due to a lack of alternatives.
That is exactly what we are here
for! Victims don't need pity, they
need jobs! Sometimes we are overwhelmed hearing the stories and
seeing the circumstances of our
course participants or employees.
Luna's story in particular stirred
up the whole team. We all had the
choice to feel completely hopeless or to be her last hope. We decided on the latter. Hope dies last.

«After two months
of separation
we were able to
embrace each
other again as a
family and we will
give our all, that
also Luna’s life will
have a happy end!»

And just as we as a family were
able to embrace each other again
after two months, we will give our
all to give Luna’s story a happy
end. We hope that this newsletter inspires you anew. We believe
2022 will be a great year and invite you to be an active part of it!
A heartfelt thank you!

Tabea & Matthias Oppliger
Co-founders / Leaders of GlowbalAct
& social business KitePride, Tel Aviv (IL)
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LUNA’S LAST RESORT
Luna's circumstances are one of the biggest challenges we have
faced at GlowbalAct so far. In addition to her health problems, she
has an immense mountain of debt.
Human trafficking is very evil! Victims are often not only physically
and psychologically exploited but
they are put under brutal pressure
and driven into an additional, usually insurmountable financial dependency. Exactly this happened
to Luna.
Luna was born in Belarus in 1967.
She was a renowned music teacher, married, with two sons.
In view of the increasingly difficult
living conditions in Belarus, she

decided to emigrate to Israel as
she is Jewish. Together with her
two sons, she left her home country and her familiar surroundings
and moved to Kyrat Gat (south Israel). Her expectations for a new
and good life were great.
A music teacher’s nightmare
The dream of working in Israel as a
music teacher did not come true, as
she did not speak Hebrew. To support her family, she started working as a cleaner. Unfortunately, her
sons got into a difficult conflict fol-

lowed by a lawsuit and the little,
hard-earned money they had was
not enough to pay the legal fees.
In desperation, she sought advice
from her personal circle. Her situation made Luna an ideal target for
human traffickers.

The goal of her
exploiters was
achieved and to
escape them is
practically impossible.
They shamelessly exploited her
plight. It did not take long for Luna
to end up in prostitution which got
her into a trap of debts.
Since 2005 she has been struggling to keep her head above water. In the meantime, her debts
have accumulated to over 30,000
USD. Luna has been working in
prostitution every day in order to
pay off her debts with an amount
of about $200 a day. The longer
she takes to pay it back the more
the interest mounts. The goal of
her exploiters was achieved and to
escape them is practically impossible. Working in such a destruc-

tive and humiliating environment
also means that it does not take
long before health problems arise.
Luna suffers from a very complex
post-traumatic stress disorder. No
one was willing or able to take on
her case.
A new door opens for Luna
That's why she was brought to us.
Her last resort. With the firm will to
break the disastrous cycle of prostitution for good, she is now taking
part in our educational program.
As with all participants in our program, we sat down with Luna and
listened to her story which is one
of absolute hopelessness. We listened to her despair, her cry, her
pain.
What can we do for Luna?
What can we do when the situation is too big for everyone else?
Isn’t she already too far gone to
help? How can we ever put her out
of her misery and guilt?
But here she is, turning to us, her
last resort. Luna is now being guided every step of the way to a debtfree, restored life. The first step
to her freedom is to remove that
mountain of debt. We have found

time and again that financial debts
are one of the biggest obstacles to
exiting prostitution. GlowbalAct's
professional team, partner organ-

izations and friends help ensure
that Luna is not alone. For Luna, a
new future has begun. A future of
a dignified and independent life.

Luna is now being guided every step of the way
to a debt-free, restored life.

Our social
worker Noam
in conversation
with a KitePride
employee.
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HUMAN TRAFFICKING,
THE GLOBAL CRIME
In our educated and developed Western world, human trafficking
sounds like something from a history book. We place a lot of value
on justice, equality, sustainability and saving the climate. Strangely
enough, in these efforts for a fairer world, human trafficking is still
hardly given equal attention.
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Western world, human trafficking
sounds like something from a history book. We place a lot of value
on justice, equality, sustainability
and saving the climate. Strangely
enough, in these efforts for a fairer
world, human trafficking is still
hardly given equal attention.

affects every continent and most
countries. In our consumer society, it has long since become part
of everyday life. Human trafficking
has spread into every sphere of
the economy; in the fashion, food,
and tech industry to name just a
few. Most of the victims in prostitution are still women.

Human trafficking is an industry,
a global crime, and a tragedy that

Every year over 20 million people
become victims of human traffick-

Every year there are over 20 million victims
of human trafficking.

ing; women, men, and children.
They are treated like commodities,
forced to endure the worst forms
of economic exploitation, women
and girls being mainly sexually exploited.
Human trafficking is a lucrative billion-dollar business, outranking
drugs and illegal arms smuggling.
Violation of Human Rights
Human trafficking is a violation of
human rights: life, freedom, equality, dignity, non-discrimination, and
health.
Victims suffer from severe PTSD
after the physical and psychological torture they have been through
and are scarred for the rest of their
lives.
Causes of human trafficking
The main causes of human trafficking are poverty, lack of job opportunities, terror, migration, and discrimination. Furthermore, increasing globalization and the demand

for cheap labour in every industry
all fuel human trafficking.
In the case of sexual exploitation,
emotional dependency on the perpetrators often makes it extremely
hard for people to make it out.

GlowbalAct has been
working for years
to free people from
forced labour and
forced prostitution.
Their social enterprise
KitePride creates safe
jobs, empowering and
employing survivors
of the sex industry
and leading them into
a free, independent,
and dignified life.
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In a joint venture with the Israeli government,
GlowbalAct is developing a 24-month training
program that assists individuals to leave the
sex industry.
In 2021, our professional staff successfully
completed two courses in Tel Aviv. The third
course started in February 2022.

Course participants, both female and male survivors
are connected with new employers in the open labour market and are accompanied by our staff in their new job.

«DOES THIS EVEN WORK?» You may ask.
«In the process of recruitment, training to job placement and
accompaniment, there are countless hurdles to overcome. Not
only for the individuals themselves, but also for us, our team,
and professionals. In addition to the day-to-day business activities, emergency or night operations are not rare. Flexibility and
improvisation are a given.
But the small and big moments of success give us wings! Watching a Microsoft employee in the classroom, passionately teaching our participants Word and Excel, is a joy to behold. And
when, after class, we prepare a fresh, hot meal together there is
a warm feeling of belonging and you can taste the sweet hope
of a brighter future.»

Social Work
Leaders

Anat
(Program Director)

Noa

Noam

TRAINING COURSES WITHIN THE INITIATIVE 2021–2023
YEAR 1 | 2021
2 COURSES
22 PART.

YEAR 2 | 2022
3 COURSES
33 PART. (TOTAL: 55)

YEAR 3 | 2023
3 COURSES
44 PART. (TOTAL: 99)

2024

11 PART.
11 PART.
11 PART.
11 PART.
11 PART.
14 PART.
15 PART.
15 PART.

Our goal is to integrate 100 survivors of prostitution into Israel’s
labour workforce within the first three years of the program.
TOTAL COSTS

$ 10 000

(FOR 1 PERSON)

covers full costs for
one person in the
24-month training
course.

GlowbalAct and the Israeli
Ministry of Welfare share the
Educational Training Costs.

BECOME A SPONSOR

DONATION NEEDS

The Initiative in 2022
requires a budget of
$ 167 688.
In order to successfully complete
this Initiative we are dependent
on raising the full amount.

Both KitePride employees and training course participants of the Initiative 2021–2023 are sustainably supported by GlowbalAct’s sponsorship
funds. Every single dollar counts. Actually it is matched and doubled by
the Israeli government.

SPONSORSHIPS

Sign up

Your recurring donation helps
finance education, therapy and
job placements. Our course
includes:
• English and Hebrew Skills
• Communication Skills
• Job Interview Training
• Computer Application/
Digital Literacy
• Budget Advice
• Body Awareness
• Music and Animal-Assisted
Therapy
• Daily fresh hot meals
… and other support
measures

50
$

100
$

My donation per month USD
$ 30

($ 360 per year)

$ 50
$ 100
$ 208

($ 1200 per year)

($ 600 per year)
($ 2500 per year*)

Please register online or send
us a photo of this slip with your
details to:
sponsorship@glowbalact.com

Name (First and Last)

BECOME
A SPONSOR
and help people be free
from exploitation

$

and invest sustainably
in a human life.

www.glowbalact.com/sponsorship

• Nutrition & Health

30

I WOULD LIKE
TO TAKE ON
A SPONSORSHIP

E-mail

208*
$

* Full GlowbalAct costs in CHF for
one person for one year in our
24-month training program

Street and Nr.
Zip Code, Location
Country
Phone

information
and registration

Date and signature

| CUSTOM BRANDING

EXCLUSIVE BAGS
WITH YOUR
COMPANY LOGO
We offer custom branding on our unique, handmade bags for companies.
Give your customers or employees a special gift
and show that you are committed to a fair and
ecologically sustainable world!
Visit our website and get in touch with us. We are
happy to help you find the perfect KitePride-gift
for your company!

Custom-Branding-Website:
www.kitepride.com/pages/custom-branding
E-mail: info@kitepride.com

JOIN THE MOVEMENT – CHANGE LIVES

«We gave bags as a gift
to our employees on a
company trip and everyone just loved it! It’s an
amazing combination of
quality, cool and unique
product that also creates
a positive impact. Above
all, this gift is connected
to our values as a company!»
NIR ADAN
GM, VENN CITY, TEL AVIV

Your logo
can go here

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

WATCH TABEA’S
RECENT TEDX TALK

ORDERING KITEPRIDE PRODUCTS ONLINE

www.kitepride.com

YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS MAKING AN IMPACT.
Online donation: www.glowbalact.com
• DONATIONS BY BANK TRANSFER ($)
Bank: Credit Suisse, 8070 Zürich
IBAN: CH49 0483 5139 7860 2200 1
BIC/SWIFT: CRESCHZZ80A
Account Nr.: 0835-1397860-22-1
Beneficiary: Verein/NGO glowbalact
CH-8117 Fallanden, Switzerland

• DONATIONS BY BANK TRANSFER (ILS)
Bank Leumi le Israel B.M.
Brudezky 43, Tel Aviv, Israel
IBAN: il850108330000061809220
BIC/SWIFT: LUMIILIT833
Account Nr.: 61809220
Beneficiary: Hope Center, Post Box 39283,
6139201 Tel Aviv, Israel

• DONATIONS BY BANK TRANSFER (CHF)
Bank: Credit Suisse, 8070 Zürich
IBAN: CH13 0483 5139 7860 2100 0
BIC/SWIFT: CRESCHZZ80A
Account Nr.: 1397860-21
Beneficiary: Verein/NGO glowbalact
CH-8117 Fallanden, Switzerland

About insight:
Editorial: Verein GlowbalAct | 8117 Fällanden | Switzerland
+41 (0) 44 534 65 30 | info@glowbalact.com
www.glowbalact.com
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